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KEEPING YOUR PLC TEAMS ON 
TRACK: WHERE THE RUBBER MEETS 

THE ROAD
2022 TEACHING AND LEARNING CONFERENCE

CONROE ISD

TODAY’S TARGETS

¡ Develop a model of what high performing 
teams look—they way they collaborate 
and the work they engage in. 

¡ Consider ways to support teams 
struggling to effectively engage in the 
work of a high performing team.

¡ Consider ways to support teams that 
have difficult interpersonal relationships.
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What is collaboration?

A systematic process in which we 
work together, interdependently, to 
analyze and impact professional 
practice in order to improve our 
individual and collective results.
DuFour, Eaker, & DuFour

WORKING TOGETHER

¡The engine behind school 
improvement in a 
professional learning 
community is the team. 

LET’S LOOK AT AN EFFECTIVE TEAM IN 
ACTION…

JOT DOWN EVIDENCE YOU OBSERVE IN 
THIS TEAM REGARDING THEIR 

INTERPERSONAL RELATIONSHIPS AND 
THE EFFECTIVENESS OF THEIR WORK
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Interpersonal Relationships Ability to Use Strategies to Get 

Better at the Work 
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Target #2:  Consider ways to 
support teams struggling to 

effectively engage in the work of 
a high performing team.

BRACKETOLOGY

● This activity allows teams to see the 
extent of the work, to identify where 
they are in the process, and to establish 
priorities

● Using this strategy, teams make forced 
choices between two steps so that they 
can narrow down the where they will 
start.
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A constant focus on 
learning for ALL students 
 
 

Clearly defined roles on 
the team 
 
 
Norms for working 
together 
 
 
Active participation and 
shared expertise of all 
members 
 
Collaborative work is 
guided by the 4 questions 
 
 
There is an organized 
system for saving 
products 
 
Effective procedures and 
criteria for making 
decisions 
 
Protocols for holding 
meaningful conversations 
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The Backbone of our Work: 
The Critical Questions of Learning

1. What do we want 
students to know 
and do?

2. How do we know 
they are learning?

3. How do we 
respond when 
they’re not 
learning?

4. How do we 
respond when they 
already know it?

• Teams examine 
the results of 

assessments to 
determine 

effectiveness of 
instruction and 

identify individual 
student needs.

• Teams adjust 
instruction and 
collaboratively 
provide support 
to students; 
implications for 
refinement of 
curriculum are 
determined. 

• Teams implement 
instruction and 

gather data using 
common formative 
assessments at key 

points in the 
instructional 

process.

• Teams select 
essential standards 
based on data, 
determine  specific 
learning targets 
being assessed, and 
design instruction 
and assessment.

Plan Do

StudyAct

•Teams select essential 
standards, determine  specific 
learning targets being assessed, 
and design instruction and 
assessment

•PLC Question #1 Backward Plan 
to Address Focus 

Area

PLAN
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•Teams implement 
instruction and gather 

data using common 
formative assessments 

at key points in the 
instructional 

process
•PLC Question

#1 and 2

Implement 
Instruction and 
Assessment

DO

Teams examine 
the results of
assessments 
to determine 

effectiveness of 
instruction 

and identify 
individual student needs

PLC Question  #2

Examine Results

STUDY

•Teams adjust instruction 
and collaboratively 
provide support 
to students; 
implications for 
refinement of 
curriculum are 
determined 

•PLC Questions #3 and 4

Take Action on 
Results

ACT
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AN ONGOING PROCESS…

Plan Do

StudyAct

Plan Do

StudyAct

Plan Do

StudyAct

Unit #1 Unit #3Unit #2

UNIT PLAN WITH ASSESSMENTS
Developing a Unit Plan to Include Common Formative Assessments 

 
 

 
 

5 Days to Teach Targets 1-3 
Team 

Meeting 
to Plan 

 

CFA-1 
Teach 

Target 4 

Team 
Meeting 
to Plan 

 

Response 
Day 7 Days to Teach Targets 5-7 

CFA-2 
Teach 

Target 8 

Response 
Day 

5 Days to Teach Targets 9-11 
(including one flexible day 

End of 
Unit Test 

Team 
Meeting 
to Plan 

 

The Collaborative Team Plan Book for PLCs at Work © 2021 Solution Tree Press • SolutionTree.com 
Visit go.SolutionTree.com/PLCbooks to download this page.

REPRODUCIBLE

Team Meeting Agenda Template
Successful teams build routines into their meeting agendas that help members stay on track with their work, that 
provide structure to their collaborative conversations, and that facilitate the development of work products. Use this 
template with your team to set a meeting agenda. Note that, in the Team norms section, teams can record their list of 
norms and also reference any norms they will be actively monitoring.

Facilitator:  

Recorder:  

Timekeeper:  

Other roles:

Team norms: 

Meeting Element Notes

1.  Focus it (the first three to five minutes): Review the 
meeting focus and desired end result. Provide a brief 
description of the process. Answer the following.

 y Where are we in the PDSA cycle?

 y What do we plan to accomplish today?

 y What will we walk away having reached or created 
(for example, decisions, products, or a plan of 
action)?

 y What process will we be using (for example, brain-
storming, examining the protocol for reviewing 
student work, or identifying assessment items)?

P

A

D

S

Meeting focus: 

2.  Do it (the majority of the meeting): Implement the 
following actions.

 y The facilitator guides the team through the process.

 y The recorder takes notes on key decisions or prod-
ucts made.

 y The timekeeper helps monitor the progress of the 
team during the allotted time.

Notes:

3.  Review it (the last five minutes): Discuss what the 
team has accomplished, and determine next steps and 
assignments (time will vary). Do the following.

 y Collaboratively establish the next agenda.

 y Reflect on norms as appropriate.

Action steps and the responsible team member:

Date of the next meeting: 

Agenda for the next meeting:

Data or information to bring to the next meeting:

Reflection on norms:

Questions for an administrator:

Source: Adapted from Bailey, K., & Jakicic, C. (2019). Make it happen: Coaching with the four critical questions of PLCs at Work. 
Bloomington, IN: Solution Tree Press.

Topics, 
Timeline,  

Anticipated 
Outcome

Agendas:  
•Create your
agenda for the next 
meeting at the end 
of this meeting.
•Determine the 
desired outcome 
for each topic.
•Consider how 
much time an item 
should take and 
have the 
timekeeper keep 
track.
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5 Days to Teach Targets 1-3 
Team 

Meeting 
to Plan 

 

CFA-1 
Teach 

Target 4 

Team 
Meeting 
to Plan 

 

Response 
Day 7 Days to Teach Targets 5-7 

CFA-2 
Teach 

Target 8 

Response 
Day 

5 Days to Teach Targets 9-11 
(including one flexible day 

End of 
Unit Test 

Team 
Meeting 
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Tier 2 Extensions 
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REPRODUCIBLE

Team Meeting Agenda Template
Successful teams build routines into their meeting agendas that help members stay on track with their work, that 
provide structure to their collaborative conversations, and that facilitate the development of work products. Use this 
template with your team to set a meeting agenda. Note that, in the Team norms section, teams can record their list of 
norms and also reference any norms they will be actively monitoring.

Facilitator: 

Recorder: 

Timekeeper: 

Other roles:

Team norms: 

Meeting Element Notes

1.  Focus it (the first three to five minutes): Review the
meeting focus and desired end result. Provide a brief
description of the process. Answer the following.

 y Where are we in the PDSA cycle?

 y What do we plan to accomplish today?

 y What will we walk away having reached or created
(for example, decisions, products, or a plan of 
action)?

 y What process will we be using (for example, brain-
storming, examining the protocol for reviewing 
student work, or identifying assessment items)?

P

A

D

S

Meeting focus: 

2.  Do it (the majority of the meeting): Implement the
following actions.

 y The facilitator guides the team through the process.

 y The recorder takes notes on key decisions or prod-
ucts made.

 y The timekeeper helps monitor the progress of the 
team during the allotted time.

Notes:

3.  Review it (the last five minutes): Discuss what the
team has accomplished, and determine next steps and
assignments (time will vary). Do the following.

 y Collaboratively establish the next agenda.

 y Reflect on norms as appropriate.

Action steps and the responsible team member:

Date of the next meeting: 

Agenda for the next meeting:

Data or information to bring to the next meeting:

Reflection on norms:

Questions for an administrator:

Source: Adapted from Bailey, K., & Jakicic, C. (2019). Make it happen: Coaching with the four critical questions of PLCs at Work. 
Bloomington, IN: Solution Tree Press.
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PROTOCOL

A step-by-step process teams can 
use  to effectively do their work.  

Protocols help teams stay on task 
and on time.

The Collaborative Team Plan Book for PLCs at Work © 2021 Solution Tree Press • SolutionTree.com
Visit go.SolutionTree.com/PLCbooks to download this page.

REPRODUCIBLE

Identifying Team Norms Protocol
Directions: The team facilitator can use the protocol on this page to help team members collaborate around 
e!ective norms. 

Step Action

1

Make sure the team members understand why they are writing these norms and how they will 
use the norms to make their collaborative practices more e!ective. Remind the team members 
of the areas they might want to consider as they are writing their own norms: decision making, 
participation, time management, response to conflict, and confidentiality.

2

Ask team members to each reflect on unsuccessful teams they have been on before or have 
observed in their work. What were the negative behaviors that prevented the teams from func-
tioning at high levels? Members should write each negative behavior on a sticky note. Make sure 
teachers do this step individually and without discussion.

3
Collect and review all the sticky notes, asking for clarification if needed. Cluster any similar behav-
iors together.

4
Ask team members to consider successful teams they’ve been part of. What positive behaviors 
did these teams engage in? Again, have members write these behaviors on sticky notes. These 
sticky notes should be a di!erent color than the sticky notes from step 2.

5

After collecting the sticky notes from each team member, cluster any similar behaviors together, 
and seek clarification on those that are ambiguous. As a team, take some time to link the positive 
behaviors with the negative behaviors that would diminish the positive ones if implemented. If 
a negative behavior doesn’t have a corresponding positive one, the team should discuss and 
develop a positive action to diminish the negative behavior.

6
Initiate an open discussion about which of the positive behaviors the team members want to 
include on their final list of norms.

7

If there is disagreement about a norm, allow time for discussion about how the norm would help 
the team in its work. After thoroughly discussing the norm, use the fist to five strategy to see 
where the team is on consensus for that norm. To use this strategy, each member holds up the 
number of fingers that represents his or her confidence in this product. A five represents 100 
percent agreement, and a fist represents complete disagreement. Ideally, there are no fists, but 
teams must ensure all members hear from any dissenting voices. Learn more about this strategy 
in Learning by Doing (DuFour et al., 2016).

8
The team members need to agree on how they will handle situations when a team member 
violates an agreed-on norm. Suggest that the team members have to be willing to take responsi-
bility for the way the team works together and that they must care enough to confront.

9
Capture the final set of norms in writing, and publish them for use at all team meetings. Start 
each meeting with a review of the norms, and plan to revisit them twice a year.

Source: DuFour, R., DuFour, R., Eaker, R., Many, T. W., & Mattos, M. (2016). Learning by doing: A handbook for Professional 
Learning Communities at Work (3rd ed.). Bloomington, IN: Solution Tree Press.

PROTOCOLS IN MAKE IT HAPPEN

¡ PAVE IT Protocol, pp.21-22
¡ SMART Goal Protocol, p. 27
¡ Essential Standards Protocol, p. 46-47
¡ Vertical Alignment Protocol, p. 48
¡ Assessment Planning Protocol, p. 96
¡ Analyzing CFA Data Protocol, p. 143
¡ Analyze Summative Data Protocol, p. 149
¡ Pile and Plan Strategy, p. 156
¡ Question 4 Response Protocol, p. 184-185
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REPRODUCIBLE

Identifying Team Norms Protocol
Directions: The team facilitator can use the protocol on this page to help team members collaborate around 
e!ective norms. 
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of the areas they might want to consider as they are writing their own norms: decision making, 
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Ask team members to each reflect on unsuccessful teams they have been on before or have 
observed in their work. What were the negative behaviors that prevented the teams from func-
tioning at high levels? Members should write each negative behavior on a sticky note. Make sure 
teachers do this step individually and without discussion.

3
Collect and review all the sticky notes, asking for clarification if needed. Cluster any similar behav-
iors together.

4
Ask team members to consider successful teams they’ve been part of. What positive behaviors 
did these teams engage in? Again, have members write these behaviors on sticky notes. These 
sticky notes should be a di!erent color than the sticky notes from step 2.

5

After collecting the sticky notes from each team member, cluster any similar behaviors together, 
and seek clarification on those that are ambiguous. As a team, take some time to link the positive 
behaviors with the negative behaviors that would diminish the positive ones if implemented. If 
a negative behavior doesn’t have a corresponding positive one, the team should discuss and 
develop a positive action to diminish the negative behavior.

6
Initiate an open discussion about which of the positive behaviors the team members want to 
include on their final list of norms.

7

If there is disagreement about a norm, allow time for discussion about how the norm would help 
the team in its work. After thoroughly discussing the norm, use the fist to five strategy to see 
where the team is on consensus for that norm. To use this strategy, each member holds up the 
number of fingers that represents his or her confidence in this product. A five represents 100 
percent agreement, and a fist represents complete disagreement. Ideally, there are no fists, but 
teams must ensure all members hear from any dissenting voices. Learn more about this strategy 
in Learning by Doing (DuFour et al., 2016).

8
The team members need to agree on how they will handle situations when a team member 
violates an agreed-on norm. Suggest that the team members have to be willing to take responsi-
bility for the way the team works together and that they must care enough to confront.

9
Capture the final set of norms in writing, and publish them for use at all team meetings. Start 
each meeting with a review of the norms, and plan to revisit them twice a year.

Source: DuFour, R., DuFour, R., Eaker, R., Many, T. W., & Mattos, M. (2016). Learning by doing: A handbook for Professional 
Learning Communities at Work (3rd ed.). Bloomington, IN: Solution Tree Press.
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WHAT IS CONSENSUS?

We arrive at consensus when two criteria are 
met:

All possible points of view have been 
heard.
The will of the group becomes evident 
even to those who most oppose the 
solution.

DECISIONS BY CONSENSUS

¡ Consensus takes time.
¡ Understand that not all decisions need to 

be made by consensus.
¡ Building shared knowledge can make 

consensus easier—don’t use opinions to 
guide the work.

DECISIONS THAT REQUIRE CONSENSUS

¡ Developing norms.
¡ Writing team SMART goals.
¡ Choosing essential standards.
¡ Revising unit plans to make time for CFAs 

and responses.
¡ Agreeing on what proficiency looks like for 

essential standards.
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BUILDING SHARED KNOWLEDGE—UNIT PLANS

¡ Examine EOY tests to know what the test 
specifications show will be emphasized.

¡ Get clarity on which essential standards will 
be taught and assessed.

¡ That also goes for supporting standards.
¡ Agree how time will be allocated for 

teaching, assessing, and responding.

ESSENTIAL STANDARDS—2ND GRADE READING

¡ Distinguish between fiction and non-
fiction (Essential Standard)
¡ Identify the topic and explain the author’s purpose in

writing the text. (Supporting Standard)

7TH GRADE SCIENCE

¡ Describe how biodiversity contributes to 
the sustainability of an ecosystem.
¡ Observe, record, and describe the role of ecological

succession such as in a microhabitat of a garden 
with weeds.

¡ Observe and describe how different environments, 
including microhabitats in schoolyards and biomes, 
support different varieties of organisms.
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HAVE WE LISTENED TO EVERYONE?
5 – I’ll champion
4 - Strongly agree
3 - Agree
2 - Reservations
1 - Oppose
Fist - veto

Target #3: Consider ways to 
support teams that have 

difficulty with interpersonal 
relationships.

DO YOU HAVE TRUST ON YOUR TEAM?

What might go wrong if 
teachers 

don’t trust each other?
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WHAT ARE NORMS?

The standards of behavior 
by which we agree to operate 

while we are in this group

COMPARE THESE TEAM NORMS

¡ We will come to the meeting on 
time.

¡ We will take turns so that 
everyone has a chance to talk.

¡ When we don’t agree, we’ll agree 
to disagree.

¡ We will avoid comparing one 
teacher’s results to the others’ on 
the team.

¡ We will actively contribute and 
come prepared to each meeting.

¡ We will work toward consensus 
and honor the different 
perspectives in the group.

¡ When we disagree we will seek 
research on best practices to 
resolve our differences.

¡ We will value data for what they 
tell us to do next, and will not 
make excuses about them.

¡ Don’t let violations of norms 
go unnoticed.

¡ Resolve to confront them when 
they occur.

¡ Move on quickly from the issue 
to continue the work.

(Kanold, 2012)

CARE ENOUGH TO CONFRONT
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RESPONDING TO RESISTERS

¡ It is the responsibility of all staff members 
to monitor the way the school culture is 
being implemented.

¡ When the school culture truly becomes 
OUR culture, we should be comfortable 
“Caring Enough to Confront.”

Situation Identified Why? Question (s) to 
Ask

“I taught it but they 
didn’t learn it.”

Hasn’t connected the 
“whatever it takes” 
belief to student 
learning. May not see 
how they can use 
their collaborative 
team to help. 

If we’ve agreed to do 
whatever it takes to 
make sure kids learn, 
what would be next 
steps you and your 
teams can take?

CRUCIAL CONVERSATIONS

1. Clarify what you want and what you do not want from a 
conversation.

2. Attempt to find mutual purpose.

3. Create a safe environment for honest dialogue.

4. Use facts because “gathering facts is the homework required for 
crucial conversation.” 

5. Share your thought process that has led to the conversation.

6. Encourage recipients to share their facts and thought process.
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Situation What’s the diagnosis? Question to Ask 
I have the 
EL/SPED/Other Label kids 
in my class so I can’t 
keep the same pace as 
everyone else. Common 
assessments won’t work 
for me. 
We are already doing 
too much assessment 
and don’t have time for 
teaching. Why add 
more?   
If I focus on the essential 
standards, my kids won’t 
be prepared for the high 
stakes test at the end of 
the year. 
It isn’t fair to the kids who 
do well the first time they 
take a test to give other 
kids a second chance.  

If I don’t put a grade on 
it, kids won’t do their 
best.  
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Crucial Conversations Observation Tool 

Clarify Results Find Mutual Purpose 

Create a Safe Environment Use Facts 

Share Though Processes Encourage Sharing and 
Participation 
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